CREATED FOR PROFESSIONALS
ENGINE CLEANER MV40

Engine Cleaner MV40 is a solvent free degreaser. Dissolves oil and
grease from engine bays.

WHEEL CLEANER

Powerful ACID FREE Wheel Cleaner. Removes stubborn brake dust
from alloy wheels, steel wheels and plastic trims. ALWAYS use in
inconspicuous area first.

TAR & GLUE REMOVER
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER
IRON WASH
SPLASH SHAMPOO
INTERIOR CLEANER
DASH FRESH*
GLASS CLEANER
PERFECT POLISH
VINYL*

Tar & Glue Remover is developed for the safe and permanent removal of
road tar and glue residues.

All Purpose Cleaner is a versatile Heavy Duty Cleaner and Traffic Film
Remover. Excellent for removing insects, flies etc. Safe to use on all
surfaces.
Iron Wash, effective acid free decontamination cleaner suitable for car
bodywork , wheels, plastic and windows. PH neutral cleaner for small metal
particles such as rust, which have adhered to the paint and surrounding
areas.
Splash Shampoo is a Highly Concentrated foaming and cleaning Car
Shampoo and Wax. Can also be used as a snow foam.

Highly Concentrated Formulation for cleaning the interior of a vehicle.
Very effective for cleaning upholstery, door panels, dashboards etc.
Will remove nicotine, traffic film, grease and oil stains.
Dash-Fresh is an interior dressing for dashboard and cockpit areas as well
as use on leather and wood finishes. Leaves a satin, non sticky finish with
a pleasant fragrance. Apply using small application sponge for best results.

A

CLEAN THE EXTERIOR OF THE VEHICLE

1

Lift the bonnet and completely spray the engine with ENGINE CLEANER MV-40. Ensure the engine is cool
and if necessary use a Cartec Engine Cleaning Brush for agitation.

2

Spray WHEEL CLEANER on the wheels. If necessary agitate using a Cartec. Wheel brush and allow time to
dwell.

3

Spray TAR & GLUE REMOVER on the affected paint surface and allow to dwell.

4

Open all car doors and apply ALL PURPOSE CLEANER onto door shuts, under wheel arches and under door
sills. Product can be diluted up to 10 parts with water dependant on soil.

5

Starting at the bottom of the car; working upwards, apply ALL PURPOSE CLEANER with a Spray Applicator
and allow to dwell. Use high pressure to clean and rinse the car.

6

Spray IRON WASH on the surface and then let it dwell. The contaminants will turn purple, the iron will bleed
the purple colour, to see exactly where they are located. If necessary, a sponge can be used to speed up the
process . Rinse off IRON WASH after it has dried.

7

Put 15ml SPLASH SHAMPOO into bucket of warm water and agitate to a soapy consistency. Using a clean
Cartec Jumbo Sponge start at the top of the vehicle and clean the roof, windows, pillars to doors and
paintwork.

8

Use high pressure to clean and rinse the car. Use a Cartec Synthetic Chamois and dry the vehicle to leave a
streak free, bright and shiny car.

B

INTERIOR CLEANING AND VALETING / CLEANING AND PREPARATION

9

Thoroughly vacuum the inside of the vehicle removing all mats, seat covers etc. Apply INTERIOR CLEANER to
the fabric, carpets and roof areas and agitate with a sponge if necessary.

10

Spray all interior plastic areas such as cockpit, dashboard with DASH FRESH and dry with Cartec Sponge.

11

Spray all inside windows and mirrors with GLASS CLEANER using paper to buff to a streak free finish.

C

EXTERIOR POLISHING AND PROTECTION

12

Apply PERFECT POLISH to all exterior paintwork which requires a medium level of ‘cut’. Apply by hand using
a soft microfiber cloth. Polish the vehicle to a Gloss Finish.

13

Apply on all non-painted bumpers, tyres and exterior plastics with VINYL. Buff off to a satin finish using a
Cartec sponge.

14

Spray the windows outside using GLASS CLEANER and use paper to buff up to a Streak Free Finish.

15

Apply MOTOR FRESH through a Spray Applicator onto the engine compartment and allow 30 minutes to dry.

Glass Cleaner is a liquid streak free formulation. Use on mirrors and
windows inside and out. For best results use paper for applying and
removing.

Perfect Polish is an Easy on, Easy off polish. Leaves paintwork with a
gloss finish and protects surfaces from oxidisation. After application remove
residue with a clean cloth. For best results apply Paint Compound first.
Vinyl is an exterior dressing for tyres, bumpers and trim. Apply using
small application sponge or spray directly onto tyres and spread with a vinyl
sponge or paintbrush. Contains solvents

COLORLINE

N.B.:

MOTOR FRESH*

Motor-Fresh is an innovative water based dressing for engine bays,
door shuts and wheel arches. Simply trigger on and leave for a superb
streak free finish. Will not leave white marks on rubbers.

* These products are available as Silicone Free Alternatives for Bodyshops. Refer for safety information to MSDS.

•
•

Step 9: Always try the product on an inconspicuous area first. Once applied, use a wet dirt extraction system to clean the interior of the
car.
Step 13: Apply on all non-painted bumpers, tyres and exterior plastics with VINYL. Buff off to a satin finish using a Vinyl sponge or
paintbrush.
Ref: UK

